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Built on the pioneering thoughts of innovation and excellence, Viraj Estates is 
set to recreate the luxury housing sector and commercial spaces of Nashik City.

Viraj Estates ventured in land development over three decades ago. The 
company was majorly into the creation of land layouts, providing plots to end-
users for residential projects / Townships and commercial activities. While 
along the way dabbling into few stand-alone construction projects in some of 
the prime locations in Nashik City.

The year 1981 was when Viraj Estates first started changing the face of real 
estate. The first venture began from purchasing a plot and then constructing a 
building over it. A wise investment and well-executed construction naturally 
ended up being fruitful along with garnering substantial profits. This success 
nudged our founding directors into the real estate business. Since then the 
company has been flourishing in and around Nashik City with 100% devotion 
and perseverance.

Evaluating the Situation
Viraj Estates a leading builder in Nashik has 
approached POWEReasy to install Smart DBs across 
their project to delivery the best and most 
advanced protection from electrical faults.
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POWEReasy Smart DB has become a key 
differentiator and a marketable amenity for the 
developer to boost client confidence to purchase 
flats in high rise buildings. Due to the quality of 
amenities and the project has been 100% 
subscribed even before completion.

Due to the risk possessed from short circuits 
potential clients perceive high rise buildings to be 
traps. Inability of fire tenders to attend to buildings 
over 24 metres makes this a real problem, where 
clients want assurance to ensure adequate quality 
of electrical installations that can minimize short 
circuit risks
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